
Year 6 Transition Opportunity from Southam College Science Department 
 

 Physics at Southam College  

Physics is the Science of matter and energy, and how it behaves. We study properties such as waves, 
energy, radiation, forces, space, materials and electricity. At Southam College, year 7s will study Physics 
twice per fortnight. 
Here are some activities to get you started in Physics.  You don’t have to do them all, and you might have 
done some of them before, but we hope you’ll enjoy trying some of these. 
 

Safety tip: Make sure an adult knows what you are doing at all times, make sure you keep at least 2m 
from other people and wash your hands after each activity. 

Activity 1: Make your Own Eclipse Mobile 

Create a mobile of the Earth and moon to see night and day, as well as a solar eclipse. 

You will need: 

● A clothes hanger 

● A large torch 

● Green, blue and white Play-doh 

● String  

 

1. Roll some green and blue play-doh into a ball to create the Earth. The ball should be about the size 

of a tennis ball. 

2. Attach the Earth ball to a piece of string 

3. Roll some white play-doh into a ball to create the moon. The ball should be about the size of a small 

marble. 

4. Attach the moon ball to a piece of string. 

5. Attach the string with the Earth ball in the centre of the clothes hanger. 

6. Attach the string with the moon ball on one end of the hanger and adjust the length so that the 

moon is the same height as the Earth. Place some play-doh on the other end of the hanger. 

7. Find a safe place to dangle the clothes hanger and attach with string. 

 

 
 

Things to do: 

● Shine your torch off a table top onto the Earth. The torch acts as the Sun. You should see that one 

half of the Earth is light and the other is dark. This is night and day. Spin the Earth to simulate night 

and day. It takes 24 hours for the Earth to complete a full spin. This is why our day is 24 hours long! 
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● Slowly spin the clothes hanger and when the moon comes between the Earth and torch, you should 

see a shadow being cast on the Earth. This is a solar eclipse. Below is an image of what you would 

see if you saw a solar eclipse from Earth (wearing protective eye goggles, of course!) 

 

 
Activity 2: Rainbow in a Glass 
This experiment takes advantage of density to create a rainbow in a glass. When you add sugar to a liquid, it 
causes the solution to become more dense. The more sugar you add, the more dense the solution is. 

If you have four different solutions that are all different densities, they will layer on top of each other - the 
denser, more sugary solutions will sit on the bottom and the lightest will sit on the top. If each solution is a 
different colour, we can see the different layers! 

You will need: 

● 4 small glasses 
● 1 large tall glass 
● A turkey baster 
● Red, yellow, green and blue food colourings 
● Granulated white sugar 
● Tablespoon 

 

1) Add equal amounts of water to the 4 small glasses and add equal number drops of food colouring to 
each glass. You should have 4 different colour solutions. 

2) Add 1 tablespoon of sugar to the yellow glass and stir. Add 2 tablespoons of sugar to the yellow glass 
and stir. Add 3 tablespoons of sugar to the green glass and stir. Add 4 tablespoons of sugar to the 
blue glass and stir. 

3) Use a turkey baster to transfer some of the blue solution to an empty large tall glass. 
4) Then transfer some of the green solution on top of the blue solution in the large tall glass. Do this a 

few drops at a time with the baster close to the blue solution. They should layer with the green on 
top of the blue. 

5) Then transfer the yellow and red solutions the same way.  
6) You should end up with a rainbow colour like so:   
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Activity 3: Make your own Lava Lamp 
This experiment takes advantage of the fact that not all substances can dissolve in water. Oil and water do 
not mix and we can use this to make a lava lamp. 
 
You will need: 

● A 500ml plastic bottle with the cap 
● Vegetable oil 
● Food colouring 
● Alka-seltzer or other effervescent tablets (ask your parents/carers) 

 
1) Fill an empty clean plastic bottle 3/4 full of vegetable oil 
2) Fill the rest of the bottle with water. Leave a little space at the top. 
3) Add several drops of food colouring 
4) Break an effervescent tablets into smaller pieces 
5) Add the tablet pieces, one bit at a time, into the bottle 
6) Then watch the lava lamp work! When it stops, simply add another tablet! 

Q) Why do the small bubbles of ‘lava’ float to the top? 
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Activity 4: Cartesian Diver 
This experiment shows you the effect of water pressure on a body. It also shows that pressure acts on all 

sides of a body in water.   

You will need: 
● A 1 litre bottle 
● A jug of water 
● An eyedropper. They can be found in eye drops and albass oil etc. OR a tomato ketchup sachet 

sometimes works. 
 

1) Fill a 1 litre bottle all the way to the top 
2) Fill a jug with some water and fill up the eyedropper with water. Gradually squirt small amounts of 

water out until the eyedropper just about floats in the jug of water. 
3) Place the eyedropper into the 1 litre bottle. Ensure there is no air at the top of the bottle and put 

the cap on. 
4) Squeeze the bottle and watch what happens to the eyedropper! Look carefully at the eyedropper 

when squeezing the bottle.  
Q) What do you notice about the air in the eyedropper? Why does this happen? 
 

 

The Physics Team at Southam College hope you have enjoyed doing some of 
these activities.  We look forward to seeing you when you start Year 7 with us. 

 

 

 

 

   


